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Abstract

We quantify intergenerational and assortative processes by exploiting di↵erent de-

grees of kinship within the same generation. This “horizontal” approach has several

advantages: it can be applied within the same data source and time period, scales well

in administrative registers, and yields many more and more distant kinship moments

than the traditional “vertical” approach. This allows us to fit a detailed model that

accounts for the transmission of latent advantages via intergenerational, sibling and

assortative processes. Using Swedish registry data, we find strong persistence in the

latent determinants of status, and a striking degree of sorting – to rationalize the

similarity of distant kins, spouses must be far more similar in latent than in observ-

able advantages. A standard genetic model cannot fit the data. Instead, we fit an

extended model that allows for genetic and non-genetic transmission. Genes explain

about seven percent of the variation in educational attainment, and sorting occurs

primarily in non-genetic factors.
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1 Introduction

The extent to which socioeconomic inequality is passed on across generations has gained

renewed interest in recent years. In addition to novel evidence on geographic variation

in parent-child mobility (e.g. Chetty et al. 2014) and its relation with income inequality

(Corak 2013), researchers have begun to study multigenerational mobility across several

generations. The evidence suggests that mobility is perhaps much lower than what most

economists used to think (Clark 2014, Lindahl et al. 2015, Adermon et al., 2019). In

particular, it contradicts a common interpretation of the available parent-child evidence

– that the correlation between individuals in one generation and their ancestors decreases

geometrically as we go back in time, so that after, say, three or four generations the link

is already very weak.1

Instead, recent studies suggest a much higher persistence of socioeconomic status. Us-

ing historical data from various countries and periods, Clark and co-authors (e.g., Clark

2014, Clark et al. 2015) show that the average socioeconomic status of surnames regresses

at a rather slow rate. Similarly, in historical data from Florence, the average status of

surnames still correlates across generations that are six centuries apart (Barone and Mo-

cetti, 2016). Other studies link individuals across multiple generations to directly estimate

multigenerational persistence (Lindahl et al. 2015), or to study the role of grandparents

in the transmission process (Anderson et al. 2018). These individual-level studies likewise

find high multigenerational persistence, if not as high as studies on the surname level.

One problem with this “vertical” approach are the data requirements, as comparable

socioeconomic information for more than two generations is di�cult to obtain. In many

countries, there is little variation in formal education among older generations, in which

a majority had only basic schooling. Occupational classifications are useful, but going

su�ciently back in time we often end up with samples that consist primarily of farmers.

Moreover, because family links are rarely observed, most studies use surnames as an

imperfect proxy for actual ancestor relations – triggering a lively debate on how informative

surname-level evidence can be about individual-level processes. Studies based on direct

1Such interpretations are based on the iteration of parent-child regressions, i.e. the assumption that
the correlation between grandparents and grandchildren outcomes is basically the square of the parent-
o↵spring correlation. Ancestor correlations would then decrease fast as we go back in time, or as put by
Becker and Tomes (1986), “Almost all earnings advantages and disadvantages of ancestors are wiped out
in three generations. Poverty would not [...] persist for several generations.”
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links avoid this problem, but only track the more immediate ancestors (i.e. grandparents

or great-grandparents). As surname-level studies, they yield only a small set of vertical

moments, limiting our ability to distinguish between competing models of intergenerational

transmission (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981).

We therefore propose a new approach that does not require information on distant ances-

tors. Instead, we use ”horizontal” information about individuals in the same generation,

or very close generations, who are relatives of a certain degree. The underlying idea is

simple. Say that we would like to asses the link between grandparents and grandsons,

but we do not have data on the socioeconomic status of grandparents. If instead we have

good data for cousins we can infer the strengths of grandparents-grandsons links from the

cousins’ links. Thus, horizontal information can overcome the lack of vertical informa-

tion, and be used to study intergenerational mobility in countries in which there exists no

comparable data across multiple generations. Another advantage is that socio-economic

outcomes can be measured within the same data source and at approximately the same

age and time.

Moreover, horizontal moments are not just a convenient substitute for vertical moments.

By tracking a�ne kinships we can identify very distant relatives, in modern instead of

historical data sources. As consanguine (“blood”) kinships, a�ne (“in-law”) relations

are a function of – and therefore informative about – intergenerational and assortative

processes. But the identification of distant consanguine kins requires the identification of

distant ancestors (cousins are defined via their shared grandparents, second-degree cousins

via their great-grandparents, and so on). In contrast, a�ne kins can be identified from

spousal and parental links irrespective of their degree of separation. In a first step, we

identify a person’s sibling (via their shared parent). In a second step, we identify the

sibling’s spouse. Implemented once, these steps identify a sibling-in-law. Implemented

twice, the sibling-in-law of the sibling-in-law, and so on.

The approach scales particularly well in administrative data sources that cover a large

fraction of a population, such as registry or census data. We use Swedish registers that

include family links over multiple generations and detailed information about educational

attainment, income and other outcomes. Because our sample covers more than one-third

of the population, we can identify very distant in-laws up to five degrees of separations (i.e.,

distant kins separated by five sibling and five spousal links), and construct 141 distinct
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kinship moments. To our knowledge, these are the most extensive sets of kinship moments

that have been compiled or used so far.2

The horizontal approach yields therefore many more, more distant, more comparable, and

better-measured kinship moments than the traditional, vertical approach. That opens

the door for a deeper understanding of intergenerational and assortative processes. Our

model builds on the key implication from the recent multigenerational literature: latent

advantages must play an important role in the transmission process because parent-child

correlations in observables are too low to rationalize the persistence of inequalities across

multiple generations.3 However, it deviates in three aspects. First, we allow for both

direct and latent transmission mechanisms instead of considering only observable or latent

factors. Second, we allow for assortative mating in both the observable and the latent

dimension. Third, we allow for each of those mechanisms to vary with the gender of the

child and parent.

Intergenerational, Sibling and Assortative Processes

In the first part of the paper, we study the extent to which socioeconomic advantages

are passed on across generations. Our objective here is to distinguish and quantify the

contribution from intergenerational, sibling, and assortative processes, without trying to

isolate any particular causal mechanism.

We calibrate our model using educational attainment, but also consider income and other

outcomes. We find that latent advantages are more strongly transmitted from parents

to children than suggested by traditional parent-child correlations, suggesting that the

educational advantages in a given generation correlate with the socioeconomic status of

their ancestors as much as four or five generations back in time. Conditional on latent

advantages, the educational attainment of the parents has only a limited independent

association with the educational attainment of their child (consistent with evidence on the

causal e↵ect of parents’ schooling, see e.g. Holmlund et al., 2011).

2For example, Behrman and Taubman (1989) considered only eight kinship types. Some extended twin-
family studies consider up to 80 di↵erent types of relatives. However, most of those kinship correlations
involve some type of twins, have very low sample sizes, and capture similarity in behaviors (such as
smoking) instead of socioeconomic outcomes (e.g., Truett et al. 1994, Eaves et al. 1999, Maes et al. 2018).

3That part of the transmission process may be inherently unobservable has long been recognized in the
theoretical literature (e.g., Goldberger 1972). The latent variable in our model is close in spirit to Becker
and Tomes (1979), who assume that a person’s “endowment” represent a great variety of cultural and
genetic attributes.
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Particularly striking is the high rate of assortative matching that our data imply. The

kinship correlations in educational attainment decay only slowly across siblings-in-law,

falling by about 25% with each additional spousal link. To rationalize such slow decay,

spouses must share advantages to a far greater extent than what is visible from their

observable characteristics. The implied spousal correlation in the latent factor is around

0.75, and therefore far higher than the spousal correlation in educational attainment or

other measures of socioeconomic status.

Similarly, siblings must be far more similar in those factors that determine the socioeco-

nomic success of their descendants than what is reflected in their observable characteristics.

While the sibling correlation in years of schooling is only about 0.4, the implied correlation

in their latent advantages is about 0.7. We show that an individual’s location can only

explain a small fraction of the observed similarity between siblings or more distant kins.

While geography is one component of the latent advantages captured by our approach, it

is not an important one.

Because we observe a greater set of kinship moments than previous studies, we can study

the robustness of our findings in more detail. We test the out-of-sample performance of the

fitted model, and show that our results remain robust to calibration from di↵erent subset

of our moments, including subsets that are far more limited than what is identifiable in the

Swedish registers. We also find high sibling and spousal correlations in the latent factor

when using long income series to construct an alternative proxy for socioeconomic status.

Our results contribute to di↵erent strands of the literature on inequality and intergen-

erational mobility. First, they provide a new perspective on the traditional measures of

the importance of family background based on the comparison of close relatives, such as

intergenerational correlations, sibling correlations or measures of equality of opportunity.

These measures capture di↵erent aspects of intergenerational transmission, and point to

di↵erent rates of persistence (Björklund and Jäntti, 2019). We propose a more compre-

hensive way of quantifying the importance of family background, based on the comparison

of many di↵erent, including distant kinship types. Our results rationalize the di↵erence

in size between intergenerational and sibling correlations, and imply that both understate

the importance of family background.

Second, we corroborate recent findings based on multigenerational correlations, which sug-
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gest that inequality is more persistent than previously thought (e.g., Clark 2014, Lindahl

et al. 2015, Braun and Stuhler 2018, Adermon et al. 2018, Neidhöfer and Stockhausen

2019, Colagrossi et al. 2019 and Hällsten and Kolk, 2020). Importantly, our approach is

very di↵erent: it does not require socioeconomic information on distant ancestors, or the

use of name-based estimators, whose validity have been contested (see Chetty et al. 2014,

Güell et al. 2018, Solon 2018, Adermon et al. 2019, and Santavirta and Stuhler 2019). High

multigenerational persistence is consistent with the strong similarity between horizontal

kins that we document here, although we find less extreme persistence than name-based

studies.

Third, our study provides a novel perspective on the role of assortative mating in the

intergenerational process. Because spousal correlations in education and other socioeco-

nomic outcomes are fairly high, they are an important determinant of income mobility

(Ermisch et al., 2006) and inequality (Fernández and Rogerson, 2001). For instance, in-

creased educational sorting might have contributed to the rise in income inequality that

many developed countries have experienced in recent decades. Our results, however, sug-

gest that the extent of sorting in observable characteristics greatly understates the sorting

in latent advantages. An important question is therefore if recent shifts in educational

sorting reflect similar shifts in sorting on latent advantages. Finally, we can rationalize

sibling, intergenerational, multigenerational and assortative correlations within a unified

and consistent framework.

Genetic and Non-Genetic Advantages

Our approach can also be informative about causal mechanisms, to the extent that those

mechanisms have specific implications about the pattern of inequality across di↵erent types

of kins. In the second part of the paper, we therefore quantify how genetic and non-genetic

mechanisms contribute to intergenerational and assortative processes.

Many papers estimate the relative importance of nature and nurture by comparing sta-

tus correlations for di↵erent type of siblings (like monozygotic and dizygotic twins) or

adoptees.4 In contrast, we do not make use of twins or adoptees, and instead consider

4The standard approach decomposes the total variance of the output of interest into three additive
terms, representing genetic factors, environmental factors shared by the siblings, and a factor that is
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many di↵erent, including distant kins. More importantly, our baseline model decomposes

the family background into transferrable and non-transferrable rather than into genetic and

environmental components. The obvious disadvantage is that we remain largely agnostic

about what mechanisms the pathways of our model represent. The principal advantage,

however, is that the latent factor in our model is a more comprehensive object than the

“genotype” considered in behavioral genetics, as it also captures non-genetic advantages.

That is, by avoiding an apriori stand on the causal mechanisms underlying intergenera-

tional and assortative processes, we can capture those processes more completely.5

One may however ask if genes are an important component of the advantages encapsulated

in the latent factor of our model. We first consider the standard genetic model with

assortative mating as used in quantitative genetics (Crow and Felsenstein, 1968), which is

nested by our baseline model. It performs fairly well when considering body height, which

is known to be strongly influenced by genes (Yang et al., 2015). In contrast, the genetic

model cannot fit the kinship correlations in educational attainment (even the in-sample fit

is very bad). Our findings are therefore inconsistent with a purely genetic interpretation.

The observation of a wide range of kinship moments is critical for this conclusion, as

the standard genetic model can fit a small number of close kins; its inadequacy becomes

apparent only when challenged to fit a more extensive set of kinships.

That a purely genetic model cannot fit the data does however not preclude that genes

are one important determinant of socioeconomic status. To quantify their role more thor-

oughly, we extend our baseline model by decomposing the latent factor into a genetic and

a non-genetic (i.e. socio-cultural) component. Estimation of this two-factor model is more

challenging, but remains feasible in the large set of kinship moments from the Swedish

registers. We find that (i) genes explain about 7% in the variation in years of schooling,

whereas other latent advantages explain more than 30%, and (ii) genetic and non-genetic

advantages are transmitted to a similar degree from parents to children. The former result

is consistent with recent evidence from molecular genetic data and genome-wide associ-

ation studies (e.g., Okbay and et al. 2016, Lee and et al. 2018, Papageorge and Thom

idiosyncratic to the individuals. Among these papers, the most related to our work are Behrman and
Taubman (1989) and Björklund et al. (2005). Both papers make use of correlations across several sibling
types and find the values of the parameters that best fit the empirical correlations, similarly as we do here.
See Goldberger (1979) for a critical discussion of the approach, and Bingley et al. (2019) for a variant that
relies on less restrictive assumptions.

5We also do not have to deal with the complicated problem of the relationship between genes and
environment. By definition, the non-transferable component captures all the e↵ects that siblings share and
that are not correlated with the transferable components.
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2018).6 The latter result suggests that genetic and non-genetic factors are di�cult to dis-

tinguish based on ancestor-child correlations alone.7 We can successfully distinguish them

here because they play a very di↵erent role in the horizontal dimension – while spouses

are very similar in the non-genetic latent factor, the correlation in their genetic factor

appears negligible. Remarkably, this latter finding is again consistent with direct evidence

on spousal correlations in genetic scores (Yengo et al. 2018, Domingue et al. 2014).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets out the basic model and develops our

method. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 presents our baseline empirical findings

and robustness checks for Sweden. Section 5 sets out the standard genetic and a gener-

alized two-factor model, and quantifies genetic and non-genetic transmission mechanisms.

Section 6 concludes. We provide derivations and some additional information about the

models and robustness tests in the Online Appendix.

2 Theory

Our baseline model deviates in three important aspects from the prior literature. First, we

allow for direct (observable) and latent (unobservable) transmission mechanisms. Second,

we allow for assortative mating along two distinct dimensions, and account for both parents

explicitly. Third, we consider how the strength of the transmission mechanisms vary with

the gender of the child and the parent. In Section 5.2 we extend this model further to

isolate genetic from latent non-genetic transmission channels.

2.1 General Model

Suppose that y is a socioeconomic outcome of interest in our economy, such as income or

education. We henceforth identify y with years of schooling, the baseline outcome in our

empirical exercise. We want to study the link of such variable y between individuals and

their ancestors.
6Our estimate of a ”heritability” of only 7%, as well as the values provided by genome-wide association

studies, are significantly smaller than the values obtained in most twin-studies (Branigan et al., 2013).
Section 5.2 provides a discussion of this discrepancy.

7This di�culty has been recognized for a long time in the literature on population genetics. For example,
Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1981) noticed that ”any variable (other than genotype) that is vertically
transmitted and not measured will very frequently be indistinguishable from genotype” (pp. 287-288).
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Specifically, assume that the outcome y for an individual from generation t is given by

ykt = �keykt�1 + zkt + xkt + ukt (1)

where the superscript k stands for male (k = m) and female (k = f). The first component

eykt�1 is the weighted average socioeconomic status of parents,

eykt�1 = ↵k
yy

m
t�1 + (1� ↵k

y)y
f
t�1,

where ↵k
y 2 [0, 1]. The parameters �k and ↵k

y capture therefore the direct transmission of

parental on child outcomes. As the importance of this channel may vary with the gender

of the child and the gender of the parent, we e↵ectively allow it to be distinct for each of

the four parent-child gender combinations.

The latent factor zkt captures the importance of unobservable determinants of child out-

comes that are passed from parents to children (see Section 2.2). As the observable

determinant, it depends on the weighted average latent status of the parents ezkt�1,

zkt = �kezkt�1 + ekt + vkt , (2)

where

ezkt�1 = ↵k
zz

m
t�1 + (1� ↵k

z)z
f
t�1

(3)

and ↵k
z 2 [0, 1]. The parameters �k and ↵k

z capture the strength of indirect transmission

channels, i.e. factors that impact observable outcomes but that are not directly observed

themselves. We again allow for distinct pattern across all four parent-child gender com-

binations. Equations (2) and (3) do not necessarily map into one particular (e.g., genetic

or behavioral) mechanism, but may represent a great number of underlying mechanisms.

Such “reduced-form” representations have been common in theoretical work (e.g., Becker

and Tomes, 1986), and we discuss its interpretation in Section 2.5.

Finally, the model includes three types of shocks. The individual component ukt in the

observed outcome is a white-noise error term. The sibling component xkt is shared by

siblings of the same gender, can be correlated across siblings of di↵erent gender, and is

uncorrelated with the other variables (in particular with zt and yt�1). Similarly, vkt is a

white-noise error term in the latent factor, and the latent sibling component ekt is shared by
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all siblings of the same gender and can be correlated across siblings of di↵erent genders.8

Allowing flexibly for shared influences among siblings over and above the parental influence

allows us to extend our analysis in the horizontal dimension (see Section 2.4).

We allow for assortative mating both in the observable and latent socioeconomic status

(see Section 2.3).9 In particular, we consider the linear projections of zft�1 and yft�1 on

zmt�1 and ymt�1,

zft�1 = rmzzz
m
t�1 + rmzyy

m
t�1 + wm

t�1 (4)

yft�1 = rmyzz
m
t�1 + rmyyy

m
t�1 + "mt�1 (5)

where wm
t�1 and "mt�1 might be correlated but are uncorrelated with zmt�1 and ymt�1. In

Online Appendix A, we show that the coe�cients rmsd (s, d = y, z) are functions of the

correlations and standard deviations ⇢zmym , ⇢zmzf , ⇢zmyf , ⇢ymzf , ⇢ymyf , �zm , �zf , �ym and

�yf . We also provide the corresponding coe�cients from the linear projections of zmt�1

and ymt�1 on zft�1 and yft�1, and show that ⇢zmym and ⇢zfyf are functions of the other

parameters through two steady-state equations. We then use these linear projections to

derive each kinship correlation as a function of the model parameters.10

2.2 Direct and Latent Transmission Channels

The theoretical literature has long recognized that part of the transmission process from

parents to children may be inherently unobservable. The latent variable in our model is

close in spirit to Becker and Tomes (1979), who assume that a person’s “endowment”

represent a great variety of cultural and genetic attributes. The distinction between direct

(via observables) and indirect (via latent variables) transmission mechanisms has also been

influential in a literature on cultural transmission in population genetics (e.g., Rice et al.

1978, Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981).

8As siblings may di↵er in their latent factor, our structure is less restrictive than other approaches in
the literature. For example, we do not assume that sibling di↵erences in education are unrelated with other
determinants of child outcomes, as in twin fixed e↵ect estimates of the e↵ect of parent on child schooling
(Behrman and Rosenzweig, 2002, Holmlund et al., 2011). The di↵erence in outcome y between siblings
A and B in our model equals yA � yB = uA � uB + vA � vB and reflects both chance and systematic
di↵erences (e.g., in abilities).

9See Behrman and Rosenzweig (2002) for a related model with assortative mating in two dimensions.
10In Section J of a document titled “Additional Derivations and Applications” (available on the authors’

webpages or upon request), we show that it is not generally possible to reduce this two-parent model to a
one-parent model without imposing restrictions on either the assortative or the intergenerational process.
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Empirical work in economics has however focused on intergenerational correlations in ob-

servable characteristics, or particular causal channels, such as the e↵ect of parental educa-

tion on child education (see reviews by Solon, 1999, and Black and Devereux, 2011). Latent

transmission channels have seen renewed interest due to recent work on multigenerational

transmission, which documents that inequalities appear more persistent than suggested

by traditional parent-child correlations. Studies based on historical records indicate that

inequalities between surnames persist over very long periods (Clark and Cummins 2012,

Clark 2014, Barone and Mocetti 2016). Estimates from direct family links across multiple

generations also point to high persistence (e.g., Lindahl et al. 2015, Dribe and Helgertz

2016, Braun and Stuhler 2018, Long and Ferrie 2018, Neidhöfer and Stockhausen 2019,

Colagrossi et al. 2019, Hällsten and Kolk 2020).

The existence of latent transmission mechanisms would rationalize these findings (Clark

and Cummins 2012, Stuhler 2012).11 If the latent variable is comparatively persistent

across generations (�k > �k), but explains only part of the inequality in socioeconomic

outcomes (�2
zk < �2

yk), then the parent-child correlation may greatly understate the actual

transmission of advantages or its variation across groups, areas, and time. Intuitively, the

observable socioeconomic status is only an imperfect proxy for socioeconomic prospects,

a type of “measurement error” that attenuates the traditional parent-child correlations.

This observation relates to the insight that sibling correlations are a more comprehensive

measure of the importance of family background than parent-child correlations (see Jäntti

and Jenkins 2014).

Moreover, multigenerational data can help to identify the parameters of a transmission

model, including the inherently unobserved components (as already noted by Becker and

Tomes, 1979, and Goldberger, 1989). Clark and Cummins (2012) use surname averages

across two or more generations to estimate persistence in a simple latent factor model.

Braun and Stuhler (2018) illustrate that this model can also be identified from direct

family linkages across three or more generations. However, the model considered in these

studies is very restrictive: socioeconomic status is transmitted exclusively via the latent

11Other potential rationalizations include the idea that intergenerational transmission occurs via multiple
channels of varying rates of persistence (see Clark 2014, Stuhler, 2012), or that it does not follow a Markov
process (Mare, 2011). In particular, a recent literature on “grandparent e↵ects” aims to quantify the
causal contribution of grandparents on their children. Intuitively, this literature agrees with the diagnosis
(a missing component in the transmission process) but considers a di↵erent explanation (i.e., grandparents
as an additional link in the transmission process) than we do here (i.e., a latent variable). Anderson et al.
(2018), Breen (2018) and Engzell et al. (2019) review and assess this alternative interpretation.
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factor (i.e., �m = �f = 0 in our model), and assortative mating or the shared influences

among siblings are not explicitly accounted for.

2.3 Assortative Mating

Most intergenerational studies consider a simplified one-parent family structure, in which

the assortative process enters only implicitly. But it is fundamental to understand the

recent multigenerational evidence, as high rates of persistence across generations requires

strong assortative mating (Diaz-Vidal and Clark 2015, Braun and Stuhler 2018). We

therefore model the process in more detail than the previous literature, by allowing for

assortative mating along two distinct dimensions.

Spousal correlations in socioeconomic outcomes are typically between 0.4 and 0.6 in de-

veloped countries (e.g., Fernández and Rogerson 2001, Ermisch et al. 2006, Greenwood

et al. 2014). But as we show below, there needs to be far greater sorting between spouses

to rationalize the socioeconomic similarity between distant kins that we document in this

paper. We rationalize this discrepancy by allowing spouses to be similar not only in

observable but also unobservable characteristics. Intuitively, spousal correlations in so-

cioeconomic outcomes (ykt�1) may not capture the e↵ective degree of assortative mating

in those characteristics that determine the socioeconomic status of their o↵spring (zkt�1 in

our model). Our data provide an opportunity to test this hypothesis.12

The assortative process is, therefore, a key component to rationalize the pattern of de-

pendence between distant kins in our data. Conversely, this pattern will be informative

about formerly unknown aspects of the assortative process. In particular, we are able to

distinguish the spousal correlation in the socioeconomic outcome (⇢ymyf ) from sorting in

the underlying latent advantages (⇢zmzf ).

12Ermisch et al. (2006) shows the potential of this approach, illustrating how the degree of assortative
mating in one-dimensional matching model with a latent human capital variable can be identified from data
on children, their parents, and their parents in-law. Similarly, Ruby et al. (2018) exploit the observation
of sibling-in-law to study the role of assortative mating in the transmission of human longevity.
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2.4 Horizontal Kinship

Our model is too complex to be identified from inter- or multigenerational moments alone,

which has been the traditional approach. Thus, we switch from this “vertical” to a “hori-

zontal” approach, considering information about relatives in the same generation (such as

siblings or cousins). Because siblings share influences over and above the parental influ-

ence, we model these influences in a flexible way. We allow for shared sibling components

in both the observable outcome y and the latent advantage z, and for the distribution of

those components to vary across gender combinations. By modeling both assortative and

sibling processes we can also include siblings-in-law in our analysis.

As we note in the introduction, the horizontal approach o↵ers advantages in terms of

data quality, feasibility and scope. Compared to multigenerational studies, we do not

require information on distant ancestors, and can measure socio-economic outcomes at

a similar age and time. Most importantly, our approach yields a much greater set of

empirical moments than a purely vertical approach. 13 We can distinguish several dozen

consanguine (“blood”) kinships, but extend our analysis also to a�ne (“in-law”) kinships

such as siblings-in-law. While they may not descend from a common ancestor, a�ne kins

have similar informational value as consanguine kins – both are a function of, and therefore

informative about, intergenerational and assortative processes (see Online Appendix A).

The informational value of non-genetic relatives has also been illustrated in recent work

in population genetics. For example, it has led to substantially lower estimates of the

heritability of human longevity (Ruby et al., 2018).

The key advantage of a�ne as compared to consanguine relations is that they can be

traced over exceptionally long “distances”, in particular in administrative data sources

that cover a large share of the population. Figure 1 illustrates the logic in hypothetical

family trees across a child, parent, and grandparent (GP) generation. The identification of

more distant consanguine kins necessitates the observation of more distant ancestors. For

example, the identification of cousins (e.g., aa-bb) requires the observation of their shared

grandparents (GP2), while the identification of second-degree cousins would require the

13The recent literature has started to document the pattern of socioeconomic inequalities beyond the
nuclear family. For example, Hällsten (2014) studies kinship correlations between first and second cousins,
and notes the advantage of measuring socioeconomic outcomes within the same generation. Adermon et al.
(2019) provide evidence across a broad range of kinship relations, including horizontal kins. We note that
such evidence also opens the door for the identification of more detailed transmission models, and a deeper
understanding of the intergenerational and assortative processes.
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Figure 1: The Identification of Siblings-in-law

GP1 GP2 GP3 GP4

… a a' b b' c c' d

aa bb cc

Notes: Hypothetical family trees across child, parent, and grandparent (GP) generation. Consanguine (a�ne)
relationships in black solid lines (orange dashed lines).

identification of their great-grandparents, and so on. As a consequence, distant family

links are never directly observed, and existing evidence on mobility in the very long run is

instead based on their probabilistic approximation via surnames (e.g., Clark 2014, Barone

and Mocetti, 2016).

In contrast, a�ne relationships are defined only via spousal and parental links – irrespec-

tive of their degree of separation. In a first step, we identify a person’s spouse (e.g., a-a’ )

via their shared descendant (aa). In a second step, we identify the spouse’s sibling (b)

via their parents (GP2 ).14 Implemented once, these steps identify a pair of siblings-in-law

(a-b). Implemented twice, we identify the sibling-in-law of the sibling-in-law (a-c), and so

on. In population-wide data in which every spouse and sibling is observed, one can reit-

erate these linkages – and therefore the number of empirical moments – ad infinitum. In

this study, we consider all possible kinship types and gender combinations up to fifth-order

a�nity relations – resulting in 141 distinct kinship moments. The horizontal perspective

yields therefore many more, and more distant family relations than a vertical perspective.

2.5 Interpretation

Our model can be interpreted as a reduced-form representation of the causal e↵ect of

family background, decomposed into its intergenerational and assortative, observable and

14This is the extended family structure we exploit in this paper. Just two generations are su�cient when
identifying spouses via other means (for example, by observing co-habitation in Census data).
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latent pathways. In our baseline model, we do not impose any specific interpretation of

those pathways. Our primary objective is a statistical one – to capture the transmission of

economic inequalities across a wide range of kins, by formulating a model that is su�ciently

flexible in the intergenerational and assortative dimensions. Most existing work focuses

instead on simpler descriptive measures (such as intergenerational or sibling correlations)

or specific causal mechanisms (such as the causal e↵ect of parental on child education).

In comparison, our approach has distinct advantages and disadvantages. The obvious

disadvantage is that we remain largely agnostic about what mechanisms the pathways of

our model represent, in particular with respect to the latent factor zkt .
15

The principal advantage of our approach, however, is that it provides a more compre-

hensive account of intergenerational transmission. For example, our latent factor zkt is

a more comprehensive object than the “genotype” considered in behavioral genetics, as

it also captures non-genetic advantages that matter for the socioeconomic success of the

next generation. That is, by avoiding an apriori stand on the causal channels via which

advantages are transferred, we capture those channels more comprehensively.16 Similar to

Ruby et al. (2018), we quantify the “transferable variance” of a socioeconomic outcome

variable, which includes the heritability due to genetic factors but also the variance due

to inherited socio-cultural factors, as well as the covariance between the two.

One limitation of our approach is that we can quantify the extent to which latent advan-

tages are transmitted between generations, but not if the proxy ykt or the latent status zkt

represent a better measure of an individual’s actual socioeconomic status. A recent strand

of the literature provides evidence on this question by aggregating multiple measures of

parent and/or child socioeconomic status, and is complementary to our approach (Vosters

and Nybom 2017, Adermon et al., 2019, Blundell and Risa 2018).

While our primary objectives are statistical, we also test if specific causal pathways can

explain our results. We briefly study the role of geographic (im)mobility, i.e. if the

kinship correlation between distant relatives could be explained by similarity in their lo-

15Becker and Tomes (1979) focus on the e↵ect of parental investments on child outcomes, but also
consider the role of “endowments” that have a similarly broad interpretation as the latent factor in our
model. However, in Section 4.9, we show that geography is not a particularly important component.

16Our approach shares aspects with the literature on siblings correlations, which are a more comprehen-
sive measure of family background than intergenerational correlations (Jäntti and Jenkins, 2014). However,
sibling correlations still capture only those advantages that are directly observable in the child generation.
In contrast, our approach captures also advantages that are not visible in the child generation, but that
a↵ect a family’s prospects in future generations (i.e., the sibling correlation in latent advantages).
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cation. Moreover, our approach can also be informative about causal pathways that are

not directly observed, to the extent that those pathways have specific statistical impli-

cations about the pattern of inequality across kins. In particular, our baseline model is

su�ciently general to nest a standard genetic model of transmission. We can, therefore,

test how the standard genetic model fits the data compared to our more general model

(Section 5.1), and decompose the overall transferability of socioeconomic advantages into

its genetic and socio-cultural components (Section 5.2).

3 Data and Calibration

We describe our data sources and estimation procedures in this section. Our baseline

outcome is educational attainment, but we also consider two additional outcomes (income

and body height). We study the overall rate of persistence, but also if certain components

– such as the role of assortative mating in observable or latent factors – are more impor-

tant for some outcomes than others. Because external evidence exists on some of these

components, the comparison serves as a sanity check of our approach.

3.1 Swedish Multigenerational Registers

Our sample is based on a random 35 percent draw of the Swedish population born between

1932 and 1967, as well as their biological parents, siblings and children. Family links are

biological links, with a man and woman considered to be spouses if they have a child

together. We match individual characteristics from bi-decennial censuses (starting from

1960), o�cial registers, and military enlistment tests. Table 1 shows basic descriptive

statistics on our main outcome variables:

Education. Educational registers were compiled in 1970, 1990, and about every third year

thereafter up to 2007. We consider the highest schooling level recorded across these years,

and translate it into years of education, with seven years for the old compulsory school

being the minimum, and 20 years for a doctoral degree the maximum.17 Educational

17In the 1970 Census, we impute 7 years for the (old) primary school, 9 years for (new) compulsory
schooling, 9 years for post-primary school (realskola), 11 years for short high school, 12 years for long high
school, 14 years for short university, 16 years for long university, and 20 years for a PhD. Schooling levels
are recorded in more details in later registers.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics in Swedish Registers

Variable Generation Cohorts Observations Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Education Child 1966-76 1,026,084 12.35 2.16 12.81 2.12

Parent 1920-62 2,502,869 10.70 3.01 10.60 2.88
Income Child 1958-68 1,062,847 12.30 0.55 11.97 0.50

Parent 1923-53 1,811,895 12.37 0.52 11.82 0.80
Height Child 1974-80 269,475 179.73 6.55

Parent 1951-66 378,686 178.99 6.37

Men Women
Table: Descriptive Statistics in Swedish Registers

Notes: Education is measured as years of education. Income is measured as the logarithm of ten-year average
pre-tax incomes at age 30-39 for children and age 45-54 for parents. Height in cm is observed for men only.

information in 1970 is available only for those born 1911 and later. It may be missing

also if parents had died or emigrated before 1970, but the share of a↵ected observations is

small. As the data are collected from o�cial registers, they are not subject to non-response

problems. We measure education up to cohorts born in the mid-1970s, after which the

information becomes less reliable at the top of the attainment distribution.

Income. We observe long income series for the years 1968-2007. We consider total (pre-tax)

income, which is the sum of an individual’s labor (and labor-related) earnings, early-age

pensions, and net income from business and capital realizations, and express all incomes in

2005 prices. Incomes for parents are necessarily measured at a later age than incomes for

their o↵spring, which may bias intergenerational estimates (Nybom and Stuhler, 2017).

To reduce this bias we construct log ten-year average incomes measured at age 30-39 for

children and age 45-54 for parents, starting from the 1923 cohort in the parent generation

up to the 1968 cohort in the child generation. To probe the influence of measurement

error, we also estimated our model based on shorter income spans.

Height. We observe height from military enlistment data, for male individuals born be-

tween 1951 and 1980. Military enlistment took place at age 18 or 19 and was at the time

universal for all men. Because we observe height only for birth cohorts spanning three

decades, we can consider father-child and other vertical correlations only for fathers who

were su�ciently young at the birth of their child (we impose a minimum age of 18 years).

However, selectivity with respect to parental age appears less problematic for height than

for other outcomes. For example, the father-son correlation in education increases in

parental age at birth, while the father-son correlation in height remains fairly stable.

Standardizations. Kins can be born in di↵erent cohorts and their outcomes being measured
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in di↵erent years. To abstract from this source of variation, we de-mean all outcomes by

birth cohort and gender. To reduce the influence of outliers, income averages are censored

at the 1st and 99th percentiles (again by birth cohort and gender). In a robustness test we

standardized also the variance of each outcome (i.e., z-scores), which had only negligible

e↵ects on our results. These standardizations are performed in the full sample, before

selecting pairs of observation for each kinship moment.

Cohort Selection. In the selection of cohorts, multiple sources of selection need to be taken

into account, separately for each outcome and kinship type. We first select cohorts for

which the outcome is reliably observed, as described above. We then assess which kinship

types can be reliably identified within those cohorts. For example, the identification of

siblings requires observation of their parents, while for the identification of cousins we

need to observe grandparents, and so on. Our aim is to avoid selectivity with respect

to the age di↵erence between kins, as kinship correlations vary systematically along this

dimension. We therefore abstain from kinship types that depend on the identification

of great-grandparents, considering only three generations to identify kins, and two gen-

erations to measure outcomes. We review these issues in Online Appendix F.1, and the

stability of the kinship moments over cohorts in Appendix F.2.

Distant chains and duplicate entries. By construction larger families are overrepresented

in the more distant moments, but our results are not sensitive to weighting by family size

(see Section 3.2). A second issue is that the chains that link distant in-laws may contain

duplicate entries. For example, an individual may be his own second-degree brother-in-law

if two families are connected via more than one spousal link, or may have children with

di↵erent partners. In principle, duplicate entries are a reflection of the assortative process,

and should be retained. For example, inequality might be more persistent if in-law relations

“circle” within closed groups defined by geography, ethnicity, or other characteristics.

However, because we observe only a random subset of the Swedish population, duplicate

entries occur at a higher rate in our sample than in the full population. We therefore drop

all chains with duplicate entries, which slightly decreases the more distant correlations.18

18For example, it decreases the sibling-in-law correlations of three degrees of separation by around 5
percent.
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3.2 Estimation and Calibration

We compute each kinship correlation based on the sample restrictions described above.

Because the number of family members varies across families we need to decide how to

weight large compared to small families. A family or “cluster” is defined by the most recent

common ancestor (such as the common grandparents shared by cousins) for biological kins,

or by the linking spouse for in-laws. We considered three di↵erent sets of weights, ranging

from uniform to weights that are proportional to the number of kinship pairs per family

(see Donner, 1986). The sample correlations are not very sensitive to this choice, even

though the number of kinship pairs per family varies strongly for distant kins (e.g., the

number of cousins varies more across families than the number of siblings).19 We therefore

picked an intermediate scheme, weighting each family by the square root of their number

of distinct pairs.

Since we can directly estimate �ym and �yf from the data, we have 20 unknown parameters

that we write as the vector v,

v = {�m, �m,�zm ,�xm ,�f , �f ,�zf ,�xf , ⇢xmxf , ⇢zmzf , ⇢ymyf , ⇢zmyf , ⇢ymzf ,

↵m
y ,↵m

z ,↵f
y ,↵

f
z ,�em ,�ef , ⇢emef },

and therefore we need at least 20 correlations between relatives of di↵erent kinship.20 We

calibrate the parameters by solving the following minimization problem,21

Minv2F
X

i2C
pi(⇢i � ⇢i)

2, (6)

19The correlation between the set of sample moments estimated under the two most extreme weighting
schemes is greater than 0.99.

20In Online Appendix B.2, we provide explicit identification results for a restricted version of our baseline
model. The restrictions hold approximately in our application. We have also performed simulation exercises
to verify that the parameters of the baseline model can also be recovered from the set of kinship correlations
used in our empirical application. Finally, we test the stability of our parameter estimates to perturbations
in the underlying empirical moments in Online Appendix E.

21We cannot estimate the parameters by GMM as in Abowd and Card (1989) because the units of
analysis, that are families, are not well defined. Moreover, most individuals will belong to di↵erent families
and therefore the sample units will not be independent (see Appendix E). We have used Mathematica 11.3
to solve the minimization problem (the code will be available upon request). We have used the Simulated
Annealing algorithm, which is a stochastic function minimizer. In most exercises we have used a minimum
of 10,000 random starting points from the set of feasible values F . In most exercises, and in particular in
our benchmark case, we reach the same minimum for most of the starting points, so that we are confident
that we have found a global minimum. We also tried other algorithms for constrained global optimization
(Nelder-Mead, Di↵erential Evolution and Random Search) and never found a di↵erent global minimum.
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Table 2: List of Kinship Types

group name type # correlations
a-a' Spouses Consanguine, horizontal 1
a'-b Siblings Consanguine, horizontal 3
aa-bb Cousins Consanguine, horizontal 10
aa-a  Parent-child Consanguine, vertical 4
aa-b  Uncle/aunt-child Consanguine, horizontal/vertical 8
a-b Siblings-in-law (degree 1) Affine, horizontal 4
a-b' Spouse of sib-in-law (degree 1) Affine, horizontal 3
a'-c Sibling of sib-in-law (degree 1) Affine, horizontal 4
aa–b'  Child-sibling in law (degree 1) Affine, horizontal/vertical 8
a-c Siblings-in-law (degree 2) Affine, horizontal 8
… … …
a-d Siblings-in-law (degree 3) Affine, horizontal 16
… … … …

Table: List of Kinship Types

Notes: The number of distinct moments within each kinship type is determined by the potential set of gender
combinations (such as brother-brother, sister-sister, and brother-sister). See Figure 1 for definition of kinship types.

where v is the set of parameters, ⇢i are the theoretical correlations (which are a function

of v, as derived in the Online Appendix A), ⇢i the empirical correlations, pi the weight

given to each term, F is the set of feasible values for the unknown parameters, and C

denotes the set of correlations. In our benchmark case the set C will contain 105 di↵erent

kinship correlations. In most cases we give the same weight to all the terms so that pi = 1

for all i 2 C, but the results are very similar if we weight each moment by the number of

families used to calculate the sample correlation.

4 Estimation Results

In this section, we report our baseline results, considering years of schooling as our depen-

dent variable. Table 2 provides a partial list of the kinship types that we can distinguish in

our data, as well as the number of moments within each group. Considering siblings-in-law

up to five degrees of separation, we observe 141 distinct moments. The formulas for each

of them as a function of the model parameters are presented in Online Appendix A.

4.1 Sample Moments

Table 3 reports the sample correlation in years of schooling for each the 141 kinship

moments. The moments are sorted by kinship type, from closely related to more distant
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kins. The first columns report the number of pairs and sample correlations. The pairs

are weighted inversely by the square root of family size, as described in Section 3.2. The

sample correlations in years of schooling span between one half for close kins, such as

spouses or parents, to only a fraction of that for the most distant kinship types. Owing

to the large number of observations, all correlations are precisely estimated.22 As far as

they overlap, they appear consistent with estimates from the previous literature.23

4.2 Calibrated Moments

In our baseline calibration we include siblings-in-law up to three degrees of separation, but

do not include cousins or higher-order siblings-in-law. With these restrictions, our baseline

calibration is based on 105 distinct kinships, grouped into fourteen di↵erent kinship types.

We calibrate the model as described in Section 3, and report the predicted moments

and their percentage deviation to the observed moments in the final columns of Table 3.

Moments that were not included in the calibration are printed in italics.

Figure 2 illustrates the in-sample fit graphically, by plotting both sample moments (orange)

and predicted moments from the calibrated model (blue dots). The model explains the

data well, for both vertical and horizontal moments, and for both consanguine (“blood”)

and a�ne (“in-law”) kinships. The mean absolute error across all moments used in the

calibration (across all moments) is 2.5 percent (7.2 percent). In percentage terms, the

out-of-sample fit is worst for cousins and extremely distant in-laws. We return to those

issues below.

These results suggest that it is possible to fit the pattern of inequality across very di↵erent

kinship types, and for both narrow and distant relatives using a parsimonious model with a

limited set of transmission mechanisms. As we will illustrate in Section 4.7, simpler models

that do not allow for latent advantages in intergenerational and assortative processes would

not successfully fit the data.

22For the moment based on the smallest number of observations (female cousins), the standard error is
0.0036.

23For example, Björklund et al. (2009) report that the correlation in years of schooling between brothers
in Sweden is slightly below 0.5 (cf. 0.43 in our sample). Hällsten (2014) estimates that the correspond-
ing correlation for cousins is about 0.15, which fits our model predictions but is below our own sample
correlation. We return to this contrast below.
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Table 3: Sample and Predicted Moments in Swedish Registers

group # name # pairs sample ρ pred. ρ % error group # name # pairs sample ρ pred. ρ % error
I 1 Spouses 413,062 0.491 0.489 -0.3    …
II 2 Brothers 387,028 0.432 0.431 -0.3    XII 72 MFM 299,602 0.138 0.135 -2.2    
a'-b 3 Sisters 431,698 0.416 0.417 0.3    73 FMM 273,809 0.126 0.124 -1.4    

4 Brother-Sister 800,127 0.375 0.377 0.5    XIII 74 M-MMM 160,726 0.102 0.098 -3.5    
III 5 Father-Son 396,304 0.380 0.381 0.2    aa-c' 75 M-MMF 174,261 0.103 0.106 3.4    
aa-a 6 Father-Daughter 376,255 0.321 0.321 0.1    76 M-MFM 158,401 0.107 0.109 1.9    

7 Mother-Son 422,374 0.366 0.367 0.2    77 M-MFF 160,105 0.106 0.106 0.3    
8 Mother-Daughter 400,337 0.347 0.349 0.5    78 M-FMM 147,949 0.102 0.103 0.9    

IV 9 Brothers in-law 602,262 0.302 0.296 -2.1    79 M-FMF 156,876 0.103 0.111 7.9    
a-b 10 Brother-Sister in-law (MF) 578,269 0.296 0.304 2.7    80 M-FFM 133,588 0.104 0.103 -1.0    

11 Brother-Sister in-law (FM) 650,127 0.298 0.307 3.0    81 M-FFF 131,756 0.101 0.101 -0.5    
12 Sisters in-law 596,540 0.278 0.277 -0.2    82 F-MMM 152,751 0.087 0.086 -0.1    

V 13 Nephew-Uncle (BF) 280,067 0.254 0.249 -1.7    83 F-MMF 165,828 0.091 0.093 3.1    
aa-b 14 Niece-Uncle (BF) 266,289 0.218 0.220 1.2    84 F-MFM 151,100 0.094 0.095 1.7    

15 Nephew-Uncle (BM) 312,019 0.241 0.238 -1.2    85 F-MFF 153,065 0.089 0.093 4.9    
16 Niece-Uncle (BM) 295,580 0.209 0.210 0.5    86 F-FMM 140,585 0.093 0.092 -1.1    
17 Nephew-Aunt (SF) 285,618 0.234 0.229 -2.1    87 F-FMF 150,162 0.097 0.099 2.9    
18 Niece-Aunt (SF) 270,325 0.217 0.203 -6.7    88 F-FFM 126,129 0.093 0.092 -1.2    
19 Nephew-Aunt (SM) 333,141 0.251 0.245 -2.3    89 F-FFF 124,968 0.085 0.090 5.3    
20 Niece-Aunt (SM) 316,625 0.234 0.218 -7.0    XIV 90 M-MMM-M 84,025 0.094 0.082 -13.4    

VI 21 Spouse of Sib. in-law (MF) 252,232 0.252 0.246 -2.2    aa-cc 91 M-MMF-M 100,261 0.101 0.086 -15.2    
a-b' 22 Spouse of Sib. in-law (FM) 226,795 0.229 0.232 1.1    92 M-MFM-M 93,237 0.105 0.090 -13.9    

23 Spouse of Sib. in-law (MM) 464,081 0.222 0.227 1.9    93 M-FMM-M 80,486 0.097 0.085 -12.0    
VII 24 Nephew-Aunt in-law (BF) 231,767 0.192 0.192 -0.3    94 M-MMM-F 79,690 0.087 0.073 -16.7    
aa-b' 25 Niece-Aunt in-law (BF) 221,287 0.172 0.171 -0.8    95 M-MMF-F 95,733 0.094 0.076 -19.9    

26 Nephew-Aunt in-law (BM) 254,534 0.187 0.183 -2.2    96 M-MFM-F 89,364 0.093 0.080 -13.6    
27 Niece-Aunt in-law (BM) 241,873 0.164 0.161 -2.0    97 M-MFF-F 95,020 0.095 0.075 -20.4    
28 Nephew-Uncle in-law (SF) 227,403 0.190 0.188 -1.5    98 M-FMM-F 76,514 0.095 0.076 -20.0    
29 Niece-Uncle in-law (SF) 215,068 0.163 0.167 2.2    99 M-FMF-F 89,054 0.088 0.079 -9.8    
30 Nephew-Uncle in-law (SM) 264,524 0.197 0.198 0.8    100 M-FFM-F 77,332 0.094 0.076 -19.0    
31 Niece-Uncle in-law (SM) 251,782 0.171 0.175 2.1    101 M-FFF-F 80,067 0.082 0.072 -12.9    

VIII 32 Male Cousins (BF) 70,137 0.208 0.159 -23.8    102 F-MMM-F 76,344 0.080 0.064 -20.3    
aa-bb 33 Male Cousins (SM) 82,049 0.215 0.160 -25.4    103 F-MMF-F 91,080 0.090 0.066 -26.6    

34 Male Cousins  (SF) 156,747 0.202 0.152 -24.8    104 F-MFM-F 84,736 0.092 0.070 -23.4    
35 Female Cousins (BF) 63,032 0.169 0.126 -25.5    105 F-FMM-F 72,410 0.082 0.068 -17.4    
36 Female Cousins (SM) 73,649 0.197 0.124 -37.0    XV 106 MMMM 288,374 0.103 0.103 -0.2    
37 Female Cousins (SF) 140,522 0.177 0.118 -33.2    a'-d 107 MMMF 312,703 0.102 0.105 3.5    
38 Male-Female Cousins  (BF) 144,100 0.179 0.141 -20.9    108 MMFM 311,795 0.111 0.113 1.4    
39 Male-Female Cousins  (SM) 170,577 0.196 0.141 -28.2    109 MMFF 162,928 0.099 0.104 5.4    
40 Male-Female Cousins  (BM) 148,691 0.179 0.133 -25.5    110 MFMM 308,163 0.116 0.115 -1.5    
41 Male-Female Cousins  (SF) 148,631 0.184 0.135 -26.5    111 MFMF 166,250 0.121 0.117 -2.6    

IX 42 MMM 461,883 0.185 0.191 3.5    112 MFFM 304,684 0.114 0.114 0.3    
a'-c 43 MMF 500,448 0.192 0.196 1.8    113 FMMM 278,416 0.117 0.111 -4.9    

44 MFM 481,006 0.207 0.212 2.6    114 FMFM 149,478 0.131 0.122 -7.0    
45 FMM 447,263 0.208 0.207 -0.6    115 FFMM 143,733 0.115 0.112 -2.2    

X 46 MMM 362,409 0.156 0.157 0.8    XVI 116 MMMM 230,313 0.087 0.085 -2.5    
a-c 47 MMF 393,579 0.156 0.161 3.4    a-d 117 MMMF 251,223 0.087 0.087 0.2    

48 MFM 375,442 0.179 0.173 -3.4    118 MMFM 248,811 0.097 0.093 -4.0    
49 MFF 391,389 0.158 0.160 1.2    119 MMFF 259,925 0.083 0.086 3.0    
50 FMM 353,470 0.160 0.161 0.8    120 MFMM 245,814 0.104 0.094 -9.7    
51 FMF 378,720 0.164 0.165 0.5    121 MFMF 265,220 0.101 0.096 -4.5    
52 FFM 341,316 0.157 0.160 2.1    122 MFFM 241,998 0.099 0.093 -6.0    
53 FFF 351,350 0.148 0.148 0.0    123 MFFF 248,449 0.084 0.086 1.7    

XI 54 M-MMM 202,632 0.119 0.127 6.7    124 FMMM 224,873 0.091 0.087 -5.1    
aa-c 55 M-MMF 219,007 0.129 0.130 1.1    125 FMMF 246,186 0.092 0.089 -3.9    

56 M-MFM 192,819 0.134 0.140 4.6    126 FMFM 237,791 0.100 0.095 -5.1    
57 M-MFF 199,811 0.129 0.129 -0.3    127 FMFF 247,495 0.088 0.088 0.0    
58 M-FMM 183,670 0.125 0.133 6.2    128 FFMM 223,661 0.086 0.087 0.3    
59 M-FMF 196,631 0.132 0.136 3.6    129 FFMF 240,328 0.094 0.089 -5.8    
60 M-FFM 160,857 0.132 0.132 0.6    130 FFFM 213,155 0.091 0.086 -5.5    
61 M-FFF 164,528 0.122 0.122 -0.2    131 FFFF 220,553 0.084 0.079 -4.9    
62 F-MMM 192,818 0.104 0.112 7.1    XVII 132 MMMM 176,790 0.071 0.066 -8.3    
63 F-MMF 208,008 0.114 0.114 0.2    a-d' 133 MMMF 199,041 0.075 0.071 -6.0    
64 F-MFM 183,929 0.116 0.123 6.1    XVIII 134 MMMMM 153,057 0.047 0.046 -3.2    
65 F-MFF 191,177 0.112 0.113 1.2    a-e 135 FFFFF 144,976 0.054 0.043 -20.1    
66 F-FMM 175,507 0.110 0.119 8.0    XIX 136 MMMMM 117,473 0.047 0.035 -25.5    
67 F-FMF 187,178 0.121 0.122 0.5    a-e' 137 MMMMF 135,096 0.042 0.038 -9.9    
68 F-FFM 151,606 0.112 0.118 5.5    XX 138 MMMMMM 106,844 0.031 0.025 -21.9    
69 F-FFF 155,658 0.113 0.109 -3.7    a-f 139 FFFFFF 100,871 0.043 0.023 -46.5    

XII 70 MMM 278,938 0.122 0.122 -0.5    XXI 140 MMMMMM 82,523 0.032 0.019 -40.0    
a-c' 71 MMF 310,160 0.132 0.132 -0.6    a-f' 141 MMMMMF 96,840 0.027 0.021 -24.4    

Table: Estimated and Calibrated Moments in Swedish Registers
Kinship Data Calibration Kinship Data Calibration

Notes: M/F are the genders of a, b, c, etc., while M-/F- or -M/-F are the genders of child aa or cc. Other
abbreviations are BF=Brother of the father, BM=Brother of the mother, SF=Sister of the father and SM=Sister
of the mother. Moments printed in italics were not used in the calibration.
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Figure 2: Baseline Fit in Swedish Registers
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Notes: See Table 3 for the corresponding list of kinship moments.

4.3 Intergenerational Transmission

Table 4 summarizes our baseline findings. Panel A reports the calibrated parameters for

the intergeneration or “vertical” components of our model. As motivated in Section 2.2, we

distinguish between the direct transmission of advantages that are reflected in our outcome

of interest (i.e., educational attainment), and the transmission of latent advantages that

are not necessarily reflected in that outcome, but that nevertheless contribute to the

socioeconomic success of future descendants.

The direct transmission channels captured by �k represent the causal e↵ect of parental

education and other advantages that are closely related to years of schooling (Björklund

and Salvanes, 2011). With �̂m = 0.14 and �̂f = 0.13, this channel contributes very little

to the overall transmission of status from one generation to the next. Accordingly, only

about one percent of the variation in years of schooling of the o↵spring is explained by

parental education itself (see Panel D), for both daughters and sons.24

Instead, the transmission of advantages occurs predominantly via the latent factor, as

24Accordingly, the relative weights of mothers and fathers ↵m
y and ↵f

y are not consequential either.
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Table 4: Calibrated Parameters in Swedish Registers (Years of Schooling)

Panel A : Intergenerational Processes
β m β f σ2

zf

0.144 0.129 1.560
α ym α yf α zf σ2

um σ2
uf

0.390 0.020
Parent-child correlations in z:

Father-Son Fr.-Daughter Mother-Son Mother-Daughter
 in z  0.586

Ancestor correlations in y and z:
Father-Son Grandfr.-Son GGrandfr.-Son GGGrandfr-Son

 in y  0.381
 in z  0.586

Panel B : Sibling Processes
σ2

xm

0.178
Sibling correlations in y and z:

Brothers Sisters Mixed Brothers Sisters Mixed
 in y  0.431 0.711

Panel C : Assortative Processes
rm

zz rm
zy rf

yy

0.663 -0.008 0.249
Spousal correlations in y and z:
ρ ymyf ρ zmzf

0.489 0.754
Panel D : Variance Decomposition

y z x Cov(y,z)
male  0.013

female  0.016

α zm

Table: Calibrated Parameters in Swedish Registers

γ m γ f σ2
ym σ2

yf σ2
zm

0.664 0.565 4.648 4.465 2.070

0.658 0.773 1.978 2.329

0.600 0.527 0.508

0.209 0.121 0.071
0.343 0.201 0.118

0.246 0.069 0.657 0.711 0.625
σ2

xf σxmxf σ2
em σ2

ef σemef

 in z  

rm
yz rm

yy rf
zz rf

zy

0.417 0.377 0.678

0.696 0.143 0.747 0.112 0.662

0.038
0.349 0.055 0.030

ρ ymzf ρ zmyf

0.540 0.580

0.445 0.038

0.824

0.317
0.456

0.141
0.159

rf
yz

σ2
e / σ2

z σ2
e / σ2

y

Notes: Parameter values and implied correlations from baseline calibration based on the kinship correlations reported
in Table 3.

measured by the parameter �k. We find �̂m = 0.66 and �̂f = 0.57, implying that the set

of unobserved advantages that this factor represents are more strongly transmitted from

parents to their children than educational attainment itself. Moreover, this latent factor

explains a large share of the variance in child education, about 45 percent for men and 35

percent for women.

These results are consistent with the finding from recent multigenerational studies, which

document that kinship correlations decline more slowly across generations than a simple

iteration of the parent-child correlation would suggest (see for example Clark 2014, Lindahl

et al. 2015, or Braun and Stuhler 2018, and Hällsten 2014 for a survey of the earlier
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literature). For illustration, we compute the implied autocorrelation of the child and his

or her ancestors on the male side (Panel A in Table 4). The correlations in observed status

understates the true persistence of socio-economic advantages across generations.25

4.4 Siblings and Horizontal Transmission

In order to incorporate horizontal family links, our model allows for common shocks among

siblings, in both observable and latent factors. We find that siblings share influences

in both, as summarized in Panels B and D of Table 4. The shared sibling component

in the observable outcome (captured by xkt ) explains about five percent and the shared

component in the latent factor (captured by ekt ) about 15 percent of the variation in years

of schooling (and the latter explains between 30 and 45 percent of the variation in the

latent factor itself).

Siblings share, therefore, important influences over and above what can be accounted for

by parental characteristics. This finding is consistent with the literature on sibling correla-

tions, which has shown that siblings share many additional influences that are orthogonal

to the observed socioeconomic status of parents (see Jäntti and Jenkins 2014, and Section

2.4). Our results provide a richer characterization of this process. In particular, they sug-

gest that siblings share advantages to a much greater extent than what would be reflected

in observables such as education or income.

Intuitively, while the correlation in their observables is fairly high, siblings must be sub-

stantially more similar to rationalize why kinship correlations decay so slowly across

siblings-in-law. The implied correlation in the latent status between siblings is around

0.7 or 0.8 (depending on their gender, see Panel B of Table 4) or more than 50 percent

higher than the sibling correlation in years of education (cf. Table 3) or other socio-

economic outcomes. Our findings therefore imply that sibling correlations still understate

the importance of family background, even though they are a more comprehensive measure

than the conventional intergenerational associations.

25The correlation between grandfathers and their grandchildren as predicted by our model is very similar
(0.210 vs. 0.216) to the corresponding correlation as directly measured in a Swedish data set in Lindahl
et al. (2015). This similarity is notable, as this moment was not targeted by our calibration, and we do
not make use of any higher-order autocorrelations across three or more generations.
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Sibling correlations are lower for mixed than for brother or sister pairs (after controlling for

the mean education by gender and cohort). Our results, however, suggest that male and

female siblings share latent influences to a similar degree (cf. �2
em , �

2
ef and �emef in Table

4). Instead, the e↵ect of family background varies with child gender conditional on their

latent status – mixed siblings share direct influences in education to a lesser extent than

same-gender pairs (cf. �2
xm
t
, �2

xf
t

and �
xm
t ,xf

t
). A potential interpretation is that siblings

share fundamental factors that determine the prospects of their descendants irrespectively

of gender, but educational choices conditional on those factors do depend on gender – for

example, because the returns to education or other market conditions di↵er by gender.

4.5 Assortative Mating

Spousal correlations in years of schooling are around one half in our data (see Table 3), in

line with prior evidence from Sweden and other countries (Raaum et al., 2007). But while

the similarity of spouses in observable characteristics are well quantified, our model also

accounts for assortative mating in unobservable factors that matter for child outcomes.

The results are reported in Panel C of Table 4. In the projection of zft�1 and yft�1 on

zmt�1 and ymt�1, the latent status of the mother zft�1 is predominantly explained by the

latent status of the father, while his educational attainment has no additional predictive

power. However, the father’s education does have some predictive power for the educa-

tional attainment of the mother, over and above what can be explained by the father’s

latent factor. The corresponding projection coe�cients for males are similar.

These results suggest that the spousal correlation in years of schooling is predominantly

a by-product of sorting in latent characteristics. Moreover, it is those latent and more

fundamental factors that determine the educational attainment of the next generation,

not parental educational attainment per se (see Section 4.3). The key parameter for

understanding the transmission of socioeconomic inequalities across generations is thus

the degree of assortative mating in latent advantages. By exploiting variation in the

magnitude of kinship correlations between close and more distant kins, our approach

o↵ers an estimate of that parameter.

The spousal correlations implied by the parametrization of our model are reported in the

last block in Panel C of Table 4. The first entry is the calibrated spousal correlation in
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educational attainment, which at ⇢ymyf = 0.49 is very similar to its sample counterpart.

In contrast, the implied spousal correlation in the latent factor z is substantially higher

at ⇢zmzf = 0.75. This estimate is also far higher than spousal correlations in observed

outcomes estimated for countries with strong assortative mating, such as the United States

(Raaum et al., 2007).

Our estimates, therefore, suggest that spouses are substantially more similar in those

factors that determine the economic success of their children than they are in educational

outcomes. Intuitively, while spousal correlations in educational attainment are high, they

are still far too low to rationalize the slow decay of kinship correlations between distant

relatives observed in our data. Spouses must therefore be much more similar to each other

than what is reflected in observables.

These results add an interesting perspective on the relation between assortative mating

and inequality. A recent strand of the literature asks if increased educational sorting may

explain the rise in economic inequality that many developed countries have experienced

since the early 1980s). But while contributing to inequalities between households, our

results suggest that trends in educational sorting may not a↵ect the intergenerational

transmission of inequalities – unless they reflect similar assortative trends in the latent

factor. Because the latter explains less than half of the variation of the former (see Panel

C of Table 4), even large shifts in educational sorting may have little implication for

intergenerational transmission.

4.6 Fit and Robustness

By incorporating horizontal kins, we observe a greater set of empirical moments than prior

studies. Apart from identifying a more detailed model, this also allows us to study the

robustness of our results more thoroughly. In particular, we study their sensitivity to the

choice of empirical moments, and the performance of the calibrated model in predicting

kinship correlations that were used (in-sample fit) or not used (out-of-sample fit) in its

calibration.

In a robustness exercise, we drop nearly two thirds of our baseline moments (kinship group

X and higher), reducing the set from 105 to 35 moments. Because we drop all distant kins,
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this exercise also tests our model’s capability to extrapolate distant kinship correlations

from closer kins. Our results remain quite stable. Figure 3 plots the out-of-sample fit of

the calibrated model for the 70 excluded moments. It successfully predicts a diverse set

of kinship correlations not included in the calibration, including vertical, horizontal and

distant moments. Our baseline results are therefore robust to the choice of moments, and

our model appears identifiable from information that is far more limited than what we

observe in the Swedish registers.

However, our model does not provide a good fit for two kinship types, cousins and very

distant in-laws. Our baseline calibration understates the correlation between cousins by on

average 27 percent, and the correlations for in-laws of four degrees of separation (i.e. sepa-

rated by four siblings and four spouses) or higher by an even larger amount (although the

deviations are small in absolute value). This gap closes only partially if we directly target

those moments in the calibration. After examination, the understatement of the kinship

correlation between cousins may reflect a measurement problem, while the understatement

of the most distant kinship correlations points to a limitation of our model.

A fundamental problem for the estimation of distributional models is that the moments

that we wish to explain may vary over time, contrary to the assumption that all moments

are in a steady state (see Atkinson and Jenkins, 1984). Because the outcome for horizontal

kins can be measured at approximately the same time, our approach is arguably less sensi-

tive to this assumption than multigenerational studies, which exploit vertical information

across three or more generations (Nybom and Stuhler, 2014). Still, various sources of

selection bias – with respect to measurement of the outcome variable, the age of parents,

or identification of kins via their common ancestor – limit our choice of the cohort range

for each kinship type (see Section 3.1).

This limitation is most severe for cousins. Because their identification requires the identifi-

cation of grandparents, our sample for cousins has to be based on more recent cohorts than

the other moments. Moreover, the sample correlations for cousins appear less stable over

time.26 When including earlier birth cohorts we estimate a substantially smaller cousin

26We review these issues in Section F of the document “Additional Derivations and Applications” (avail-
able on the authors’ webpages or upon request). We estimated the time trends in our kinship correlations
based on a two-step procedure. In a first step, we estimated each kinship correlation separately by birth
year. In the second step, we estimated a liner time trend over the first-stage coe�cients (separately for
each of the 144 kinships). See also Björklund et al. (2009), who find that brother correlations in years of
schooling have been approximately constant in Sweden during our study period.
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Figure 3: Out-of-Sample Fit in Swedish Registers
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correlation that is similar to the estimate reported by Hällsten (2014). Indeed, his esti-

mate of 0.15 is very similar to the predicted cousin correlations from our calibrated model.

However, including earlier birth cohorts can be problematic because their grandparents

can only be identified if their parents were born after 1932 (and thus comparatively young).

Our evidence regarding cousins remains therefore inconclusive: the mismatch between the

sample and predicted cousin correlations may reflect a data limitation and selection prob-

lem, or may point to shared influences between cousins.27 While we do not use cousin

correlations in our baseline calibration, including them has only negligible e↵ects on our

parameter estimates.

In contrast, our model’s tendency to understate the most distant kinship correlations (cf.

in-laws of 4th or 5th degrees of separation in Table 4) cannot be due to their variability

over time. The time trends in the siblings-in-law – which can be estimated for a wide

range of cohorts, because the identification of in-laws does not require the identification of

grandparents – appear quite stable. Instead, we may understate the similarity of extremely

distant family members because we allow for only a single latent factor in our model.

Traditionally, the latent factor is thought to summarize the influence of many transmission

channels, such as cultural, genetic, or social determinants (e.g., Becker and Tomes 1986).

However, some of those determinants may have higher rates of persistence than others, and

those with the strongest persistence will explain a greater share of the kinship correlation

among distant kins.28 A model with a single latent factor may therefore still understate

27Data covering an even wider range of cohorts (e.g., future versions of the Swedish registers) would be
informative about this question.

28For example, the determinants of socio-economic status that relate to geography (such as local eco-
nomic structures) may be quite persistent if geographic is mobility low. Stuhler (2012) argues that this
“multiplicity” of transmission mechanisms is another explanation why multigenerational correlations do
not decay as quickly as a model with a single factor would suggest. Models with persistent group mem-
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the similarity of very distant kins. Consideration of a more general model that allows for

multiple latent factors with di↵erent rates of persistence could therefore be an interesting

avenue for future research.

Finally, we test the robustness our results to variation in the empirical correlations. Be-

cause they are estimated from very large samples, sampling variation is negligible and

not a primary concern. Instead, we are concerned about a conceptual mismatch between

the population that we sample from and its theoretical counterpart. One source for such

mismatch is variation in kinship correlations over time (as detailed above), but deviations

may also arise because of other factors not explicitly modeled (such as fertility patterns,

non-linearities, and so on). We perform three di↵erent tests. In a first exercise, we perturb

each of the 20 parameters of our baseline calibration and verify that the model predictions

remain centered and smoothly distributed around the sample correlations. In a second

exercise, we perturb each of the 105 empirical correlations used in the benchmark speci-

fication. We find that small variations in the underlying empirical moments only have a

limited e↵ect on our parameter estimates (see Online Appendix E). Most variable are the

weights ↵k
y , which is not surprising given that our estimates for �k are very low (i.e., the

weights ↵k
y are inconsequential). In a third exercise, we study the behavior of the objective

function around the minimum v⇤. We find that the objective function is not flat around

the minimum.

4.7 Restricted Models

Because our model is comparatively general, one may ask if some of its components could

be removed without significantly reducing the model’s ability to explain the transmission

of socioeconomic inequality. Figure 4 provides evidence on this question.

As a reference point, we first shut down the direct transmission mechanism, by calibrating

the model with the restrictions �m = �f = 0. This restricted model explains the data

nearly as well as our benchmark model (see Figure 5a), consistent with the observation

that in our benchmark model the direct transmission of educational attainment explains

less than two percent of its the variation.

bership can be seen as the extreme case of this argument. For example, Becker and Tomes (1986) include
group dummies to rationalize why racial gaps in the United States decay more slowly than their model
would otherwise predict.
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Figure 4: Restricted Models
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(b) No latent transmission (� = 0)
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(d) Assortative mating only in observables

In contrast, it is crucial to allow for the transmission of latent advantages. The fit of the

restricted model with �m = �f = 0 is very poor (see Figure 5b). With this restriction, the

intergenerational transmission has to be captured by direct mechanisms instead (�m =

0.61 and �f = 0.54). While some kinship correlations are understated (such as the spousal

correlation, moment group I), others are greatly overstated (such as the parent-child and

sibling-in-law correlations, groups III and IV).

It is also important to account for the observation that siblings share more influences than

the parental influence. The fit of a restricted model in which all sibling components have

zero variance (�2
xm = �2

xf = �2
em = �2

ef = 0) is much worse than the fit of the benchmark

model (see Figure 5c). The sibling correlations (group II) are heavily understated, which

illustrates that siblings share distinct influences over and above the average intergenera-

tional transmission (as captured by � and �). The correlations for distant siblings-in-law

(groups XV and XVI) are also understated, as they reflect the similarity of siblings.

Finally, we calibrate the model under the assumption that assortative mating occurs exclu-
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sively in the observed outcome, as has been a standard modeling choice in the literature.

Specifically, this means that the coe�cients of zmt�1 in the linear projections (4) and (5)

are restricted to zero (as are the corresponding coe�cients in the linear projections of zmt�1

and ymt�1 on zft�1 and yft�1). With this more restrictive assortative process, the model does

not explain the data well (see Figure 5d). The spousal correlation is overstated by 45

percent (0.71, outside of the plot area). The sibling (group II) and sibling-in-law (group

IV) correlations are substantially understated, while the distant in-law correlations are

overstated. The assortative mating in latent advantages is therefore crucial to understand

the pattern of socioeconomic inequality across kins.29

In sum, these results suggest that all components of our model are important, except of the

direct transmission pathway captured by �. We nevertheless retain this pathway in our

model because it has received attention in the economic literature, and because it might

be more important for other outcomes (as we test below). The latent pathways are key

components of the model, both in the intergenerational and assortative dimension. Based

on our results, it seems doubtful that models that do not account for latent advantages

could successfully fit the pattern of socioeconomic inequality across kins. We base this

finding on the observation of many and distant kinship moments, and show below that

it is much harder to discriminate between di↵erent models based on the narrow set of

moments that have typically been used in the literature.

4.8 Other Outcomes and Other Samples

Educational attainment is the key mediator for socioeconomic status in standard models in

economics and sociology (see Goldthorpe 2014). Still, its transmission may follow distinct

patterns that may not generalize to other measures. To study this question, we calibrate

our model using income as a potentially more direct measure of economic advantages.

We briefly summarize the results here, which are reported in Section M of a document

titled “Additional Derivations and Applications” (available on the authors’ webpages or

upon request). Our primary measure is the logarithm of ten-year averages of annual total

29We also calibrated a model in which we allowed for one-dimensional assortative mating in the latent
factor, but not in observables. The results are similar to our benchmark (results available upon request).
This result suggests that if researchers wish to consider a simple one-dimensional model of assortative
mating the latent factor should be its key component, i.e. by interpreting the observed spousal correlation
in education within an errors-in-variables model (as in Ermisch et al., 2006).
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pre-tax income, centered around age 35 for children and age 45 for parents (see Section

3.1). We tested alternative income definitions, with similar results.30 We use the same

105 moments as in our baseline calibration for education. The calibrated model explains

the data well, providing a close fit to both vertical and horizontal moments, and for both

consanguine and a�ne relationships.

We find that the transmission of income follows a qualitatively similar pattern as the

transmission of years of schooling. The latent determinants of income are more strongly

transmitted than income itself, across all three dimensions (intergenerational, sibling and

assortative processes). Spouses are far more similar in latent than in observed income.

At about 0.80, the implied spousal correlation in latent advantages is similar to the cor-

responding estimate for education, as is the sibling correlation in latent advantages. The

implied father-son correlation in the latent factor is lower (but still much larger than the

sample correlation in observed income), suggesting that those factors that determine ed-

ucational attainment are more strongly transmitted between generations than those that

determine income.

To illustrate its feasibility in settings with scarcer data, we also apply our approach to a

sample from the 2001 Spanish Census. In contrast to the Swedish registers, our Spanish

sample is limited to a single region and lacks direct family links to define kinship. Instead,

we exploit that children in Spain inherit surnames from both their parents to recover their

family links. This naming convention allows us to track both maternal and paternal lines,

with a comparatively high match rate of around 36%. We find that the pattern of inequal-

ity transmission in Spain and Sweden are qualitatively similar.31 However, the implied

spousal correlation in the latent factor is around 0.9 in the Spanish sources, substantially

higher than the corresponding value for Sweden.

4.9 Causal Pathways: Geography

The latent variable z in our model may represent a great variety of causal pathways. One

prominent candidate is geography, i.e. the hypothesis that the similarity in socioeconomic

30However, the variance shares explained by the latent factor z and the sibling component x increase in
the quality of the income measure (i.e., are about twice as large when using 10-year averages instead of
annual incomes).

31These results are reported in Section N of the document titled “Additional Derivations and Applica-
tions” (available on the authors’ webpages or upon request).
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Figure 5: Actual vs. Placebo Kins
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status of distant kins can be partially explained by their location. To quantify the con-

tribution of geography, we reestimate each of our 141 kinship moments but replace the

actual kin with another individual from the same municipality (and birth year).32 These

“placebo kins” therefore capture to what extent location can explain the correlation in

educational attainment between kins.

Figure 5 shows the results, comparing the sample correlations for actual kins (our base-

line, blue dots) and the corresponding correlation for these placebo kins (orange dots).

The kinship correlations for placebo kins are always positive, reflecting that geography

does matter – part of the similarity between distant kins can be explained by their lo-

cation. However, their location explains only a small fraction of the status correlations

between kins (on average, less than 5 percent). While geography is therefore one plausible

component of the latent factor, it is not an important one.

32We observe the municipality of residence in 5-year intervals, and define an individual’s location based
on the observation that falls into the age range 15-19.
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5 Genetic and Non-Genetic Transmission

Our objective so far was to quantify how strongly advantages are transmitted from one

generation to the next, and to distinguish how intergenerational, sibling and assorta-

tive processes contribute to socioeconomic inequality. To capture their overall strength we

interpreted those processes broadly, and remained agnostic about the specific causal mech-

anisms that they represent. However, our approach can be used to distinguish between

di↵erent causal mechanisms, to the extent that they have specific statistical implications

about the pattern of inequality transmission across kinship types.

We first illustrate that our model nests the standard model of genetic transmission with

assortative mating (Section 5.1), and test if this genetic model can explain the transmission

of educational attainment or body height – as compared to the more general model, which

allows for additional, non-genetic pathways. We then generalize our baseline model to

separate the contribution from genetic and non-genetic latent factors (Section 5.2).

5.1 The Standard Genetic Model

In this section we describe the standard model in quantitative genetics to evaluate the

correlation between relatives. The observed outcome or “phenotype” is determined by

genetic and environmental factors. Each individual receives half of its genetic contribution

from the father and the other half from the mother. In the simplest form the model assumes

that genetic and environmental factors contribute additively to the phenotype, i.e. do not

interact and are uncorrelated. Assortative mating is based on similarity in the phenotype

and the population is at the steady state. This standard quantitative genetic model is a

special case of our general model.33

The genetic model is nested in our general model by imposing three sets of restrictions.

First, the parental outcome (phenotype) does not have any direct association with the

child outcome (imposing the restrictions �k = 0, k = f,m). Second, because the latent

factor represents genes it is transmitted from parents to children as

zkt =
zmt�1 + zft�1

2
+ vkt (7)

33In Online Appendix C we obtain formulas for the correlations between relatives that coincide with the
ones in, for example, Crow and Felsenstein (1968).
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Figure 6: Model Fit (Standard Genetic Model, Education)
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(b) Using 15 Moments
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Notes: See Table 3 for the corresponding list of sample moments.

where vkt is uncorrelated across relatives and to zmt�1 and zft�1 (imposing �k = 1, ↵k
z =

0.5, and �2
ek = 0, k = f,m).34 Finally, assortative mating occurs only in the outcome

(phenotype) y, such that the coe�cients of zm in the linear projections of yf and zf on

the spousal ym and zm are zero. As a consequence, ⇢zmyf , ⇢ymzf and ⇢zmzf are functions

of ⇢ymyf and some of the other parameters of the model. This genetic model has only 5

parameters, which account for the share of variance in the phenotype explained by the

genotype (�2
zm = �2

zf = �2
z), the environmental e↵ects shared by siblings (�2

xm , �2
xf and

�xmxf ), and the assortative mating in the phenotype (⇢ymyf ). Heritability is defined as

the share of the variance in the outcome variable that is due to genetic variance.

The Standard Genetic Model and Education

We calibrate the model for years of schooling in the Swedish registers, using the same

105 kinships that we used for calibration of our baseline model. Figure 6a illustrates the

in-sample fit graphically, to be compared against the fit of our baseline model (Figure

2). The standard genetic model fits substantially worse, overstating kinship correlations

within the nuclear family while understating those for more distant relatives. Its in-sample

mean prediction error is 23.6 percent, compared to 2.5 percent for our baseline model.

Our findings are therefore inconsistent with a purely genetic interpretation. We base this

34One might wonder why equation (7) contains an error term, given that children inherit their genes ex-
clusively from their parents. The explanation is that a genotype is defined by a combination of genes/alleles,
and di↵erent children receive di↵erent combinations (with the exception of monozygotic twins). This re-
sult is derived formally in Section K of the document titled “Additional Derivations and Applications”
(available on the authors’ webpages or upon request).
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rejection on a simple statistical observation – the genetic model is not able to provide a

close in-sample fit to the distribution of educational advantages across kins. However, this

observation is not necessarily inconsistent with the view that genes are one of the decisive

factors in the transmission from parents to their children. Instead, we reject the standard

genetic model from quantitative genetics, in particular the assumption that assortative

mating occurs only on the phenotype. Spouses must be far more similar in fundamental

determinants of socioeconomic success than is reflected in their educational attainment or

other socioeconomic characteristics.

This finding is based on the observation of distant siblings-in-law – intuitively, the failure

of assortative assumptions becomes more evident when trying to explain distant kinship

correlations that are a function of multiple assortative matches. In contrast, the genetic

model appears to perform well when fitting a restricted set of kinship correlations that

includes only close kins. To illustrate this point, we recalibrate the standard genetic model

using only sibling correlations (group II in Table 3), parent-child correlations (group III),

and nephew/niece/uncle/aunt correlations (group V). As shown in Figure 6b, the genetic

model provides an excellent in-sample fit for those 15 close kinships. However, it provides

an extremely bad fit to all other kinship moments. To evaluate transmission models based

on their statistical properties, researchers need to observe a wide range of su�ciently

distant kinship correlations.35

The Standard Genetic Model and Height

That the standard genetic model cannot fit the kinship pattern in educational advantages

is not a mechanical consequence of the model having comparatively few parameters. To

demonstrate this, we also calibrate the genetic model for body height. Because genes are

known to be the primary source of variation in height, a genetic model should provide

a reasonably good fit. In Online Appendix G we show that this is the case. The her-

itability, i.e. the share of variation in height explained by the latent genetic factor, is

about 74 percent. This estimate is slightly below estimates of the heritability of height

from quantitative genetics. However, the baseline model still provides a better fit than the

35Most economic research to date has been based on even narrower set of kinship correlations than the
15 moments used in this example. Prior work may therefore not have had enough “power” to distinguish
di↵erent transmission models based on their statistical properties. Ruby et al. (2018) make a similar point
with respect to estimation of the heritability of human longevity.
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genetic model. In particular, the standard genetic model cannot explain why the kinship

correlations in height remain non-negligible for distant siblings-in-law.

5.2 General Assortative Model with Two Latent Factors

The latent variable z is a ”black box” that might be composed of variables of a very

di↵erent nature. Although the objective of our study is not to decipher the elements that

make up z, it may be useful to try to quantify which part is composed of genetic factors

and which is based on cultural or environmental factors. Thus, we now decompose the

latent factor zkt into a genetic factor zG,k
t , and a socio-cultural or ”cultural” factor zC,k

t ,

which captures all cultural and environmental factors that are transmitted but which are

not genetic. The outcome y for an individual from generation t and gender k is given by

ykt = �keykt�1 + zG,k
t + zC,k

t + xkt + ukt (8)

We model the genetic factor following the standard model of genetic inheritance with as-

sortative mating used in Quantitative Genetics (Crow and Felsenstein, 1968). The genetic

factor of the child, zG,k
t , depends on the father zG,m

t�1 as well as on the mother zG,f
t�1

zG,k
t =

zG,m
t�1 + zG,f

t�1

2
+ vG,k

t (9)

where vG,k
t is a white-noise error term. The variances of zG,m

t and zG,f
t are the same.

Notice that we do not need to impose the condition that is often assumed in quantitative

genetics that the “environments” of parents and o↵spring are independent, since the latent

variable zC,k
t captures such shared environment.36 The cultural factor, zC,k

t , depends on

the father’s zC,m
t�1 and the mother’s zC,f

t�1, as zkt in our baseline model. The remaining

elements are also define analogously.

We assume there is assortative mating both in years of schooling and in the cultural factor,

36We also allow for a possible correlation between the environments of siblings. In quantitative genetics
it is common to assume that the covariance of the genetic contribution and the environment is zero. In
our case, if we see zC,k

t as part of the environment, such covariance does not need to be zero; however, in
our calibration, it turns out to be basically zero. Another di↵erence is that we only consider an “additive”
genetic component and leave out the “dominance” contribution. Thus, we estimate the so-called weak
heritability. The dominance contribution, which is shared by siblings, would be picked up by our variable
x (if of positive magnitude). The model does not allow for non-additive gene-environment interactions, a
restriction shared by most classical heritability statistics (see Feldman and Ramachandran, 2018).
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but there is no direct assortative mating in the genetic factor.37 This assumption means

that the coe�cients of zG,m
t�1 in the linear projections of zG,f

t�1 , z
C,f
t�1 and yft�1 on zG,m

t�1 , z
C,m
t�1

and ymt�1 are zero. However, the correlation between spouses in the genetic factor is not

restricted to be zero. The model initially depends on the 15 correlations between the

elements of (zG,m
t�1 , z

C,m
t�1 , y

m
t�1, z

G,f
t�1 , z

C,f
t�1, y

f
t�1). However, in Online Appendix D, we show

that, in steady state, there are only four free correlations, ⇢zC,mzC,f , ⇢zC,my,f , ⇢ymzC,f and

⇢ymy,f , while the remaining ones are functions of these four and the other parameters of

the model. Then, the two-factor model has only one more parameter than the benchmark,

that is the variance of the genetic factor �2
zG that is the same for both genders. In the

Online Appendix, we provide formulas for the kinship correlations between relatives as a

function of the parameters of the model.

We calibrate this extended model using the 105 correlations of our baseline specification.38

The estimated parameters are presented in Table 5. The general picture is very similar

to the benchmark specification. Indirect transmission through the cultural factor is much

more important than the direct transmission channel. Because siblings share important

shocks to the cultural factor, the sibling correlation in the cultural factor is much bigger

than in the observed outcome. Assortative mating takes place mainly in the cultural

factor. Educational attainment is correlated between spouses because it is correlated with

their respective “cultural” latent factor.

An interesting part of this exercise is to asses the relative contribution of the genetic and

non-genetic factors to the variance in years of schooling. We find that the cultural factor

explains 31% of the variance of the observed outcome for males and 23% for females,

whereas the ”heritability”, i.e. the share of the variance explained by genes, is only

7%. This estimated heritability is only slightly below recent evidence from genome-wide

association studies (GWAS) based on direct genetic information. For instance, Lee and

et al. (2018), using a sample of more than a million individuals, find that a polygenic score

37Rice et al. (1978) and Cloninger et al. (1979) used Wright’s work (Wright, 1921) on path analysis
to develop a series of theoretical model very much related to our model here. In particular, they allow
for assortative mating, gender di↵erences and genetic and cultural transmission. As in our model, these
authors assume that assortative mating does not occur directly in genes. Truett et al. (1994) and Eaves
et al. (1999) apply those models on extended twin-family data. The main di↵erences with our model
are that they do not consider both types of assortative mating, do not allow for a direct e↵ect of parent
status on the child status, and most of the correlations involved some type of twin. Moreover, they study
personality and social attitudes instead of socioeconomic outcomes, based on samples that are much smaller
than the ones we consider here.

38The fit is very good, which is not surprising, since the fit was already very good for our benchmark
model. As in the benchmark case, the out-of-sample predictions are also good.
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Table 5: Calibrated Parameters in Swedish Registers (Education, Two Factor Model)

Panel A : Intergenerational Processes
β m β f σ2

zcf σ2
zg

0.116 0.100 1.034 0.317
α ym α yf α zf σ2

um σ2
uf

0.450 0.004
Within-person correlations in y and z:

ρ yzc ρ yzg ρ zczg

male  0.667
female  0.595

Parent-child correlations in z:
Father-Son Fr.-Daughter Mother-Son Mother-Daughter

 in zc  0.576
 in zg  0.513

 in zc+zg  0.582
Ancestor correlations in y and z:

Father-Son Grandfr.-Son GGrandfr.-Son GGGrandfr-Son
 in y  0.379

 in zc+zg  0.582
Panel B : Sibling Processes

σ2
xm

0.117
Sibling correlations in zc and zg:

Brothers Sisters Mixed Brothers Sisters Mixed
 in zc  0.755  in zg  0.513

Panel C : Assortative Processes
ρ ymyf ρ ymzcf ρ ymzgf ρ zcmyf ρ zcmzcf ρ zcmzgf ρ zgmyf ρ zgmzcf ρ zgmzgf

0.491 0.515 0.049 0.025
Panel D : Variance Decomposition

y zc zg x Cov(y,z) σ2
e / σ2

z σ2
e / σ2

y
male  0.010 0.389 0.147

female  0.010 0.540 0.163

1.437

0.546 0.082 0.083

0.025
0.039

0.027
0.020

0.340
0.121 0.071

0.116

0.513 0.513

0.527

0.304 0.033
0.304 0.034

0.209

0.232 0.071

0.513 0.513 0.513
0.584 0.547

0.896 0.785

0.309 0.068

0.6960.098

0.174 0.000 0.681 0.729 0.653

0.199

σ2
xf σxmxf σ2

em σ2
ef σemef

0.579 0.534 0.507

0.575 0.658 2.061 2.314

0.690 0.587 4.648 4.465
α zm

Table: Calibrated Parameters in Swedish Registers

γ m γ f σ2
ym σ2

yf σ2
zcm

Notes: Parameter values and implied correlations from calibration of extended model with genetic and non-genetic
latent factors (zg and zc).

based on genes explains between 11�13% of the variance in years of schooling. Applied to

the Health and Retirement Study, the same polygenic score explains between 4.5�9.7% of

the variance in schooling (Papageorge and Thom, 2018) and 5.7 of the variance in wealth

(Barth et al., forthcoming).39 These estimates are potentially subject to an upward bias

from the correlation of polygenic scores with environmental factors.40 To address this

39The predictive power of PGS increases with sample size, but Cesarini and Visscher (2017) argue that
recent studies based on millions of observations (such as Lee and et al., 2018) come close to the theoretical
upper bound of the approach.

40Estimates from GWA studies capture only additive e↵ects of certain single-nucleotide polymorphisms,
and might therefore represent a lower bound of the genetic contribution (Selzam et al. 2017). On the
other hand, they may be biased upward by the correlation of polygenic scores with environmental factors
(Domingue et al., 2018). The distinction between environmental and genetic factors may not be sharp. For
example, environmental factors may itself be partly determined by the genetic endowments of the parents
(“genetic nurture”, Kong et al. 2018).
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problem, researchers use within-family designs that exploit random variation of actual

around the expected genetic relatedness.41 Estimates with family fixed e↵ects tend to be

smaller, but much of the relationship between polygenic scores and educational attainment

remains (Papageorge and Thom, 2018).

Estimates from GWA studies are much lower than those typically found in the behav-

ioral genetics literature using correlations between di↵erent types of twins or adoptees

(Björklund et al., 2006), which estimates that genes explain at least between 30 and 40%

of the variance in years of schooling (Branigan et al., 2013). This di↵erence between

the traditional twin-based estimates and the more direct evidence from GWA studies is

sometimes called “missing heritability” (see Golan et al., 2014). Some authors consider

that those high values are a consequence of the variance analysis used and the lack of

a correct recognition of a non-genetic transmission of many cultural traits in twin stud-

ies.42 Thus, Feldman and Ramachandran (2018) claim that the results obtained from

those twins studies are not the standards relative to which other variance analyses should

be compared.

In particular, the twin approach is sensitive to assumptions on the degree of assortative

mating, which cannot be well estimated in traditional data with only close kins. Ruby et al.

(2018) illustrate this point by using large-scale ancestry information from the Ancestry.com

repository to estimate the heritability of human longevity. While their estimates based

on close genetic relatives agree with the prior literature, estimates based on more distant

relatives suggest that assortative mating in longevity is much stronger, and its heritability

therefore much weaker. Ruby et al. exploit that the phenotype correlation between

siblings-in-law must be mostly due to assortative mating.

Our results are therefore consistent with evidence on the heritability of educational attain-

ment based on direct genetic information, and recent “big data” studies on the heritability

of longevity based on publicly available pedigree data. By tracking relatives in large ad-

41Whether a sibling receives a piece of DNA from one of their parents resembles the outcome of a coin
toss (random Mendelian segregation of DNA). Siblings share half of their DNA on average, but the actual
share varies around this average. Within-family variation in genetic relatedness should therefore be close
to independent of pre-existing environmental factors. However, the number of sibling pairs is often too
small to yield precise heritability estimates.

42Twin studies are subject to a number of conceptual issues, including that (i) gene-environment inter-
actions are not captured by the linear model used, (ii) the overall e↵ect of genes may not add up linearly
(e.g., dominance of alleles or epistasis, dominance of genes), (iii) the environment may be di↵erent for
twins or adoptees than for other sibling types (Goldberger, 1979), and (iv) there might be less variability
in the phenotype among families with twins or adoptees.
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ministrative registers, our work extends on this approach in two ways. First, we can track

distant siblings-in-law and therefore consider many more, and more distant empirical mo-

ments.43 This allows us to consider a more general model and subject it to challenging

out-of-sample tests. Second, administrative data contain many more variables, including

socioeconomic outcomes, which are of more direct interest in the social sciences.

While the genetic factor explains only a small share of the variance in years of schooling,

this does not imply that the correlation between the genetic factor and years of schooling

is small. We find that this correlation is ⇢yzG = 0.30 for both men and women. It is also

interesting to note that we found a close to zero correlation between the latent genetic

factor and the latent cultural factor (⇢zCzG = 0.03). If we see the cultural factor as part of

the socioeconomic environment provided by parents, our findings are in accordance with

Papageorge and Thom (2018), who show that the relationship between polygenic scores

and the socioeconomic status of the family is also very small. Another interesting result

that provides some reassurance in our method is the low degree of genetic assortative

mating that we find, ⇢zG,mzG,f = 0.025, which is similar to the estimates from recent

GWA studies (Domingue et al. 2014, Yengo et al. 2018).

Splitting the unobservable factor into a genetic and a not-genetic component has no conse-

quences for the implied long-run correlations. The correlations with grandparents, great-

grand-parents and great-great-grandparents in years of schooling are basically identical to

those obtained from the benchmark model. Moreover, if we define the total latent factor

as zkt = zG,k
t + zC,k

t , the long-run correlations in this aggregate factor are also identical to

the implied long-run correlations in the latent factor from our baseline specification. This

observation relates to the argument that the observation of distant vertical correlations

is not informative about the relative contribution of genetic and non-genetic pathways to

status persistence – our estimates suggest that their transmission patterns are statistically

too similar to be distinguishable by a vertical perspective alone. Instead, they are very

distinct in the horizontal dimension.
43For reasons explained above, we restrict our attention to siblings-in-law of five degrees of separation.

Ruby et al. (2018) consider siblings-in-law of one degree of separation (corresponding to our kinship group
IV) and two types of co-siblings-in-laws (our groups VI and IX).
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6 Conclusions

We have proposed a new approach to estimate long-run intergenerational socioeconomic

mobility. While sharing conceptual similarities with prior work on the correlation between

relatives in quantitative genetics and economics (e.g., Behrman and Taubman, 1989), it

deviates in two key aspects. First, our objectives are di↵erent. We are primarily interested

in the overall extent to which advantages are transmitted from one generation to the next,

less in the nature-nurture debate at the heart of prior work. We thus do not need to deal

with the complicated relation between genes and environment (Goldberger, 1979), and

instead capture both, providing a more comprehensive account of intergenerational and

assortative processes. Second, we exploit administrative registers to track “horizontal”

relatives, such as distant siblings-in-law. This horizontal approach has many advantages

compared to the conventional “vertical” approach. It does not require the observation

of distant ancestors, and socioeconomic outcomes can be measured within a single data

source, at approximately the same age and time. Most importantly, the horizontal yields

many more kinship moments than the vertical approach.

As a consequence, we can characterize the transmission of socioeconomic inequalities in

more detail than what has been possible in previous work. In particular, we allow for latent

pathways in each component of the transmission model – in intergenerational, sibling and

assortative processes. This choice is motivated by recent multigenerational studies, which

show that socioeconomic inequalities are more persistent than indicated by traditional

parent-child correlations (e.g., Lindahl et al. 2015). We find strong persistence not only

in the intergenerational, but also in the sibling and assortative processes. Conventional

measures based on observable characteristics greatly understate the extent to which latent

advantages correlate between kins. Sibling correlations, which are known to be a more

comprehensive measure of family background than intergenerational correlations (Jäntti

and Jenkins, 2014), still understate – by about 50 percent – the similarity of siblings in

latent advantages that determine the socioeconomic prospects of their descendants.

Most striking is the degree of assortative matching that our data imply. Applied in large-

scale administrative data, our approach allows us to track distant siblings-in-law. Because

they are separated by many spousal links, it becomes quite apparent if a model cannot

fit the assortative process in latent or observable characteristics. Our data suggests an
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extremely high degree of assortative matching, even in a country as egalitarian as Sweden,

with the spousal correlation in latent advantages estimated to be around 0.75 – implying

far greater sorting between spouses than indicated by previous studies.

The tracking of distant siblings-in-law also allowed us to contribute to the nature vs.

nurture debate. By observing both consanguine (“blood”) and a�ne (“in-law”) relatives,

we can distinguish the role of genetic and non-genetic transmission mechanisms. We show

that a standard genetic model cannot fit the kinship pattern in educational advantages.

The observation of a large set of kinship moments is key for this conclusion. The genetic

model appears to explain the transmission process well when considering a small set of

vertical moments, but fails to explain the remarkable similarity of distant siblings-in-law.

Genetic and non-genetic pathways are di�cult to distinguish because they can generate a

similar statistical pattern in the intergenerational dimension. In contrast, their assortative

pattern turns out to be very distinct. The horizontal approach can, therefore, be used

to decompose genetic from non-genetic mechanisms. Calibrating an extended two-factor

model, we show that genetic and non-genetic latent factors are transmitted at a similar

rate, with about 7% of the variation in years of schooling being explained by variation in

genotype. However, the similarity of spouses is nearly exclusively due to non-genetic fac-

tors. Remarkably, our quantitative results match recent findings from behavioral genetics,

even though our approach is very di↵erent.

We hope our study illustrates the great potential in tracking horizontal kins in admin-

istrative registers. Using this approach, it becomes possible to rationalize evidence on

inter-, multigenerational and assortative processes from the social sciences and population

genetics within a single model. However, our implementation is subject to two limita-

tions. A fundamental problem for the estimation of distributional models is that their

moments may not be in a steady-state equilibrium (Atkinson and Jenkins 1984). Because

horizontal kins can be observed at a similar time, our approach is arguably less sensitive

to this issue than a vertical approach based on distant ancestors. Still, consideration of

the o↵-steady state dynamics would be useful. Another limitation is that we do not model

fertility. Again this is standard in the literature, but it might be a concern here because

the existence of a sibling-in-law depends on the existence of a sibling – skewing the sample

towards larger families with lower socioeconomic status. This bias remains modest in our

setting, but it would be useful to treat fertility processes more explicitly in future work.
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